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Configuration 
Management

The primary 
orchestration tool of 

Ansible are called 
Playbooks, and they are 
written in YAML Format

Ansible allows us to pull 
from a centralized 

source called an Ansible 
client and push 

configuration to cluster 
nodes

Ansible works by 
connecting various host 

servers to an ansible client 
which uses a push 

architecture to provide 
necessary configurations.

Application 
Deployment

Red Hat 
Linux

What is Ansible?



WHOA!
What about Secrets Management?

We have Ansible Vault!



● Ansible Vault is included in Ansible as a feature that allows encryption and 
decryption of sensitive information directly from Playbooks

● Utilizes the same password for encryption and decryption and is user friendly. 

Built in Secrets Management 
Methodology: Ansible Vault 



What is Ansible Vault 
Missing?

● Ansible Vault does not manage secrets 
across multiple node deployments

● In Ansible Vault same encryption key must 
be used across every server. 

● Thus In Ansible Vault, a key rotation requires 
manual updates for every server’s key. 

● Limited in usage and scale with other 
configuration management sources,  only 
fully compatible with Ansible. 



Pros:

● Custom to fit our needs
● Full control over system 

management
● Cheaper than 3rd party 

Platform. 

Potential Solutions:
We Make Our Own Vault Management System

Cons:

● Write custom application 
integration systems.  

● Time to implement and 
develop

● Code must be secure and 
production level

● Potential vulnerabilities 
outside of HPC



Secrets 
Management

All data stored in the 
Vault is encrypted. It can 
only be accessed with a 

valid token.

All data stored in the 
Vault is encrypted, and 
all tokens are managed 

with a key manager

Vault manages secrets 
through trusted sources 

with the use of tokens and 
policies to ensure that only 

those with the correct 
permissions can access 

the secret

Data 
Encryption

Data 
Protection

Our Proposed Solution: 
Hashicorp Vault



Containers

Containers are isolated 
from the standard Linux 

kernel, and have a 
smaller shares of 

memory

Once you’ve obtained a 
container image, it’s 

easy to build and run it 
via command line.

Helps to manage, build, 
and deploy containers 

on any system. 
Standardizes 

components across 
systems and 
deployments

Isolation Ease of Use

What is Docker and Why 
Do We Use It?



HashiCorp Vault in Action
It’s quick and easy to create a vault server instance with containers



● Policies dictate who has what permissions in 
the Vault

● Policies are deny by default

● Assigned by group policies and managed by 
root or admin users

● Declares which Authentication Methods are 
allowed for each group and user

● Written in an HCL format

Before We Continue… 
What are Policies in 
Hashicorp Vault?



Creating Policies and New Tokens



Writing Secrets 



That was Simple!
But how well does it work with Ansible?

Unsurprisingly, it’s pretty easy in Ansible too!



Let’s Try Making A Playbook!
---

- hosts: localhost

  connection : local

  tasks:

    - name: "create container for docker to run vault on"

      command: docker create --name hcvault1 --net=vaultnet -p  

8200:8200 -h vaultsvr -e VAULT_ADDR=http://127.0.0.1:8200 -e  

VAULT_TOKEN=root -v $WORKDIR/plugins:/vault/plugins  

hashicorp/vault-enterprise:1.7.1_ent server -dev  

-dev-plugin-dir=/vault/plugins -dev-root-token-id=root

      register: docker_container

    - name: "start docker container hcvault1"

      command: docker start hcvault1

      register: docker_start

    - name: "Login to vault"

      command: vault login root -address=http://127.0.0.1:8200

      register: log_vault

    - name: "enable kv engine on the vault server"

      command: vault secrets enable kv

      register: enable_kv

    - name: "Create an admin policy for dev access"

      command: vault policy write admin  

policies/admin_policy.hcl

      register: admin_policy

    - name: "Create an admin token for dev access"

      command: vault token create -policy=admin

      register: admin_token_full

    - name: "Writing admin token to file"

      copy:

        dest: admin-tokens.txt

        content: "{{ admin_token_full.stdout }}\n"

    - name: "Isolating token information"

      shell: grep "token " $WORKDIR/admin-tokens.txt | grep -Go  

"[^token^\s*][\.a-zA-Z0-9]*" | sed -e 's/^\s*//' -e '/^$/d'  

      args:

        warn: no

      register: admin_token

    - name: "loging in as admin"

      command: vault login {{ admin_token.stdout }}  

-address=127.0.0.1:8200

      register: log_vault

    - name: "write a secret to vault"

      command: vault kv put kv/location key=value  

      register: write_vault

    - name: "collect secret from vault using command line"

      command: vault kv get kv/location  

      register: get_vault

Please note that this is not the entire playbook, 
some debugging tasks are excluded for 

readability



Now Let’s See It In Action (1)



Now Let’s See It In Action (2)



Now Let’s See It In Action (3)



Now Let’s See It In Action (4)

That worked out pretty well, but using command line can be a little clunky and hard to read, 
does Ansible have anything to make this a little easier?

Ansible does, Hashicorp even maintains a useful plugin



hashi_vault is an Ansible 
lookup plugin that 
queries on the Hashicorp 
Vault server

Syntax example in a playbook:

    - name: "Using vault plugin with 

admin token at location kv/{{ 

secret_tuple_template[0] }}"

      debug:

        msg: "{{ lookup('hashi_vault', 

'secret=kv/{{ secret_tuple_template[0] }} 

token={{ admin_token.stdout }} url={{ 

vault_address }}') }}"

The Ansible 
Plugin: hashi_vault



Let’s see it in action...



● https://docs.ansible.com/ans
ible/2.3/index.html 

● https://www.vaultproject.io/
docs 
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